
HOBART GREYHOUND FIELDS Thursday (Night) 19 March 2015 

 

Race 1 - 07:28 - TASRACING.COM.AU Juvenile Maiden 340m 

1 346 KIRUNA (Michael Louth): Fair beginning centre runner; can show some speed and is better suited this trip. 

2 677 CHLOE GRACE (Patrick Hall): Good beginning railer; has some speed but does tire a bit late, needs to lead. 

3 633 SHOT GUN PUNTER (Kenneth Mayne): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly well and this looks easier, rough. 

4 777 SHANLYN WITCH (Graeme Moate): Good beginning railer; has some speed and looks suited this trip, chance. 

5 358 LISHEEN (Michael Louth): Risky beginning railer; has speed and battles well, looks a good chance in this. 

6  ALISHA ROSE (Scott Rowlands): First starter who is not well boxed, market best guide. 

7 7 MURPHY CLAN (Allan Anderson): Fair beginning centre runner; found trouble at her only try, improver. 

8 647 NICKY DAL'S GIRL (Jarrod Mallinson): Slow beginning railer and is not over speedy early, this looks too hard. 

9 67 TAHITIAN DIGGER Res. (Steven O'Brien): Slow beginning centre runner and just battles, must begin better. 

10 688 SHIMMY IT Res. (Michael Sutcliffe): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed and is not over strong, tested. 

 

TOP PICK: LISHEEN (5) is hit or miss at box rise but has the speed to lead and will be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: SHANLYN WITCH (4) will be one of the leaders and could be hard to run down if she can cross. 

 

ROUGHIE: SHOT GUN PUNTER (3) is a bit risky at box rise but does battle well and this looks a bit easier. 

 

Race 2 - 07:48 - WINNING EDGE KIBBLE EASTER PURSE - HT.1 Special Event Heat 461m 

1 7 SHEARER'S BLOW (Robin Stocks): Slow beginning wide runner and is not over strong, looks tested in this. 

2 178 FLASHING SHADOW (Russell Watts): Risky beginning railer but can show speed and battle well, place show. 

3 355 BAGS OF HOPE (Gayelene Townsend): Good beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late, place chance. 

4 746 WINKLEA VESTIE (Patricia Howard): Slow beginning railer; can run on but hasn’t fired at this track, rough. 

5  * * * VACANT BOX * * * 

6 275 CHIN CHECK (Edward Medhurst): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does his best late, rough place hope. 

7 223 STRAIGHT ARROW (Gary Johnson): Risky beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, good chance. 

8 7F SOWSA (Wayne Smith): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and is not over strong, this looks a bit too hard. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: STRAIGHT ARROW (7) should settle close to the lead in this and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: FLASHING SHADOW (2) has been very slow away at his last 2 but did lead and win at Devonport prior. 

 

ROUGHIE: BAGS OF HOPE (3) might have the speed to lead this field for a very long way. 

 

Race 3 - 08:10 - BARRY HEAWOOD Juvenile Maiden 340m 

1 858 SIR FLASHALOT (Ian Callinan): Risky beginning centre runner and is not over speedy early, rough place hope. 

2 326 MASERATTI DUCK (Nicole Howard): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

3 176 EXEMPLAR (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning centre runner and hasn’t displayed any early speed, looks tested. 

4 78 BOUND NITRO (Robin Stocks): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed and is not strong, will find this tough. 

5 346 MAXIMUM CARLY (Kenneth Mayne): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and is suited this trip, some hope. 

6  EASY PRINCESS (Pauline Green): First starter who is a late newcomer, market best guide. 

7 533 LAPLAND (Michael Louth): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed and battles fairly, has a chance. 

8 378 LASHING KNOCKA (Allan Anderson): Risky beginning centre runner; battles fairly and looks place chance. 

9 688 SHIMMY IT Res. (Michael Sutcliffe): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed and is not over strong, tested. 

10 67 TAHITIAN DIGGER Res. (Steven O'Brien): Slow beginning centre runner and just battles, must begin better. 

 

TOP PICK: MASERATTI DUCK (2) should be vying for the early lead and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: LAPLAND (7) will be one of the leaders and might be hard to run down if he can lead. 

 

ROUGHIE: MAXIMUM CARLY (5) is a chance of leading this field and could be hard to run down. 



 

Race 4 - 08:35 - WINNING EDGE KIBBLE EASTER PURSE - HT.2 Special Event Heat 461m 

1 853 MISS INFORMED (Jason Barwick): Slow beginning railer; has no early speed and just battles, will struggle. 

2 467 BRING SEXY BACK (Nicholas Howard): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, is a rough place chance. 

3 5 FLASHING MOON (Eileen Thomas): Was slow away at Devonport and found some trouble, may improve here. 

4 746 PRAMAC (Gayelene Townsend): Risky beginning railer and is not over strong, this looks a bit too tough. 

5  * * * VACANT BOX * * * 

6 731 ANDARIEL (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; does run on best late but is not well drawn, place chance. 

7 5 WEDGIE ONO (Keith Nichols): Fair beginning centre runner but did tire a bit late at his only try, place show. 

8 311 HEY FRANKLIN (Edward Medhurst): Fair beginning railer; has speed and is quite strong, will be hard to beat. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: HEY FRANKLIN (8) should have the speed to cross this field and looks far too strong for these. 

 

DANGERS: ANDARIEL (6) will be a bit slow away but she does run on and won nicely at Devonport on Tuesday. 

 

ROUGHIE: WEDGIE ONO (7) should settle close to the lead and may improve on his first up effort. 

 

Race 5 - 08:55 - WINNING EDGE KIBBLE EASTER PURSE - HT.3 Special Event Heat 461m 

1 832 DOCILE DEAN (Jason Barwick): Risky beginning centre runner; battled better last time and has a place chance. 

2  KROGEN EXPRESS (Gayelene Townsend): First starter, market best guide. 

3 742 WINKLEA ZIPPER (Patricia Howard): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

4 1 IT IS WRITTEN (Eileen Thomas): Good beginning railer; has speed and is fairly strong, looks a good chance. 

5 88 EYAS (Nicholas Howard): Slow beginning wide runner and is not strong, will find this tough. 

6 217 DANGER DUCK (Nicole Howard): Fair beginning railer; has some speed but does tire a bit late, place show. 

7 742 DARK NEMESIS (Susan Gittus): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly well but needs to settle close, place hope. 

8 7 LOUIS SMITH (Robin Stocks): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, this is too tough. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: IT IS WRITTEN (4) showed good speed and won well at Devonport and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: WINKLEA ZIPPER (3) will be one of the leaders and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: DARK NEMESIS (7) should settle just behind the leaders and battles fairly well. 

 

Race 6 - 09:14 - BRIDGEWATER WASH HOUSE Grade 5 461m 

1 463 BUCKLE UP TANGO (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does battle fairly, place chance. 

2 356 MOUNTAIN CUZ (Lynden Nichols): Slow beginning wide runner; lacks speed but does run on late, place best. 

3 354 BLACK EST (Pauline Green): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, this looks a bit too tough. 

4 414 ABLE CHIEF (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, needs luck but is a show. 

5 318 CAVERN CLUB (Robin Stocks): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly well but he does need to cross, rough. 

6 424 BEEMO (Susan Gittus): Fair beginning centre runner; can show some speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

7 258 CLOSED CIRCUIT (Shane Whitney): Slow beginning centre runner; battles fairly and is racing well, rough. 

8 277 THERMAL EXPANSE (Kevin McConnon): Fair beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, place looks best. 

9 777 BILLY BRAE Res. (Pauline Green): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, this is too hard. 

10 678 BENZEMA Res. (Robert Gourlay): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, this looks a bit too hard. 

 

TOP PICK: BEEMO (6) should settle close to the lead in this and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: CLOSED CIRCUIT (7) is a bit risky at box rise but does battle well and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: ABLE CHIEF (4) will be a bit slow away but does run on and looks a chance in this. 

 



Race 7 - 09:38 - O'DRISCOLL COACHES Invitation 461m 

1 331 FRYTSON (Peter Phillips): Good beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire a bit late, place chance. 

2 344 PRINCESS ZARA (Graeme Moate): Risky beginning centre runner; lacks speed but does run on, this is tough. 

3 153 AROME PECHE (Shane Whitney): Good beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late, rough chance. 

4 512 BAIN'S LANE (Brendan Pursell): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, is a chance. 

5 564 THAT WAS THEN (Gayelene Townsend): Fair beginning railer; can battle well but she does need to cross. 

6 453 BLACK RIP (Shane Whitney): Fair beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late; some hope if he leads. 

7 131 STAR CHAMBER (Edward Medhurst): Slow beginning railer; has speed and is quite strong, is a good chance. 

8 613 SMICHOLS (Keith Nichols): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, will need to cross. 

9 2F5 GET IT RIGHT Res. (Edward Medhurst): Fair beginning centre runner; can battle well and has a place chance. 

10 316 EXPLOSIVE GAS Res. (Keith Nichols): Good beginning railer; has speed but does tire late, place looks best. 

 

TOP PICK: STAR CHAMBER (7) will be a bit slow away but is strong and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: BAIN’S LANE (4) will be a bit slow away but does run on and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: AROME PECHE (3) is a chance of leading this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

Race 8 - 09:58 - MILLER'S MUZZLES Grade 5 461m 

1 355 ANTIVIST (Russell Watts): Fair beginning centre runner; battles fairly well but must keep up early, some hope. 

2 274 SPARKLING CINDY (Alison Walker): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

3 218 ROSE FERN (Rachael Moate): Good beginning railer; has some speed but does tire a bit late here, place show. 

4 555 KNEAD THE DOUGH (Gary Johnson): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed but does his best late, place at best. 

5 368 SONIC SPRITE (Gary Johnson): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, has a place chance. 

6 622 TOPLINE TORNADO (Lynden Nichols): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly well but is awkwardly boxed. 

7 611 KNOX AND RATTLES (Nicholas Howard): Risky beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, place. 

8 31 VAGUE INTENTION (Rodney Ransley): Slow beginning railer; does run on but is not well drawn, needs luck. 

9 678 BENZEMA Res. (Robert Gourlay): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, this looks a bit too hard. 

10 564 NIPPY BLACK Res. (Pauline Green): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: SPARKLING CINDY (2) will be slow away but she has speed and is quite strong, is a good chance. 

 

DANGERS: ANTIVIST (1) should settle close to the lead in this and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: SONIC SPRITE (5) may settle close to the lead in this and can battle fairly well. 

 

Race 9 - 10:22 - DERWENT LINK Grade 4 461m 

1 487 SUZIE'S SISTER (Shane Stennings): Good beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire late, this is tough. 

2 146 BUCKLE UP BARNEY (Gary Johnson): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly but must settle close in this, place. 

3 312 DESPICABLE CRAIG (Brendan Pursell): Slow beginning railer; does battle quite strongly and has a chance. 

4 121 STELLA ACT (Edward Medhurst): Good beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on well late, is a chance. 

5 126 SALEGREYS CHATTA (Andrea McConnon): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, rough. 

6 137 MAKE A CUPPA (Andrea McConnon): Slow beginning wide runner; battles fairly and is well boxed, place. 

7 276 BIT HOT RUSTY (Shane Whitney): Risky beginning railer; can battle fairly but might find this a bit too hard. 

8 331 HOUSE OF STARK (Kevin McConnon): Slow beginning centre runner but does run on fairly well, rough hope. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: DESPICABLE CRAIG (3) will be a bit slow away but might be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: STELLA ACT (4) will be outpaced early but she is strong and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: HOUSE OF STARK (8) will be slow away but does run on and is racing nicely. 

 



Race 10 - 10:45 - HGRC.COM.AU Grade 5 461m 

1 655 AIN'T SHE PRETTY (Russell Watts): Fair beginning railer but does tire a bit late, may go better from this box. 

2 676 IZON MABEL (Robert Gourlay): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does her best late, is a rough place hope. 

3 241 TRICKY KID (Philip Cassidy): Fair beginning centre runner; has speed and battles quite well, is a good chance. 

4 548 FLYING ROSWELL (Neville Allison): Ex Vic performer with 3 wins and 11 placing’s from 30 starts, place. 

5 187 SIMPLY SPOILT (Sandra Elphinstone): Risky beginning wide runner; battles well but must settle close, chance. 

6 343 PA GLASS (Michael Richardson): SCRATCHED 

7 542 FERARO FORTITUDE (Susan Gittus): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, rough place show. 

8 823 SPEED OF RHINO (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, place looks best. 

9 777 BILLY BRAE Res. (Pauline Green): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, this is too hard. 

10 568 BIG JACK JUNIOR Res. (Darren Critchley): Risky beginning centre runner and just battles, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: TRICKY KID (3) should have the speed to find the lead in this and will be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: SIMPLY SPOILT (5) will need to begin well but could be hard to run down if he leads. 

 

ROUGHIE: FLYING ROSWELL (4) has been placed at the Meadows over the 600m and should run well here. 

 


